Our research centers around exploring methodologies for developing reusable software, and developing methods and tools for building inter-enterprise information systems with reusable components. In this paper, we focus on an experiment in which different component indexing and retrieval methods were tested. The results are surprising. Earlier work had often shown that controlled vocabulary indexing and retrieval performed better than full-text indexing and retrieval [IEEE Trans. Software Engng (1994) 1, IEEE Trans. Software Engng 17 (1991) 800], but the differences in performance were often so small that some questioned whether those differences were worth the much greater cost of controlled vocabulary indexing and retrieval [Commun. Assoc. Comput. Mach. 28 (1985) 289, Commun. Assoc. Comput. Mach. 29 (1986) 648]. In our experiment, we found that full-text indexing and retrieval of software components provided comparable precision but much better recall than controlled vocabulary indexing and retrieval of components. There are a number of explanations for this somewhat counter-intuitive result, including the nature of software artifacts, and the notion of relevance that was used in our experiment. We bring to the fore some fundamental questions related to reuse repositories. q
1. Introduction
Component retrieval: do we still care?
Software reuse is seen by many as an important factor in improving software development productivity and software products quality [2, 13] . It is customary in the software reuse literature to make the distinction between the generative approach whereby developers reuse development processors such as code generators or high-level specification language interpreters, and the building blocks approach, whereby developers reuse the product of previous software development efforts in the process of building new ones. The building blocks approach modifies the traditional, analytical, divide and conquer approach to system specification and design by introducing three reuse tasks that must be performed before one falls back on analytical methods:
(1) searching and retrieving reusable components based on partial specifications, (2) assessing the reuse worth of the retrieved components, and, possibly, (3) tailoring the reusable components to the specifics of the problem at hand [22] . In this paper, we focus on computer support for software component search and retrieval.
The problem of component retrieval has been widely addressed in the software reuse literature. A number of developments have rendered this problem somewhat uninteresting. From a technical point of view, research in the area has hit the formal methods cost barrier: the investment needed to get the next level of performance-to get beyond signature matching or multi-faceted classification-overshadowed the anticipated productivity gains. Second, there was a widespread recognition in the objectoriented reuse community that classes are too small units of reuse, for two reasons. First, classes cannot be reused in isolation. Second, considering that more is gained by reusing designs than by reusing code, individual classes embody mostly code, but little design. Finally, empirical evidence from reuse repositories had shown that small components may account for a good fraction of reuse instances, but in the end, account for little reuse volume, 1 and thus little benefit [12] . 
on a small number of large components embodying design as well as code', i.e. application frameworks. Interestingly, the Internet has brought repository issues back to the forefront. First, it has enabled a virtual market for software components: developers have been searching the web for software components, both free and for-fee, for the past decade. Second, inter-enterprise (B2B) electronic commerce relies on enterprises ability to 'plug-in' each other's systems to be able to complete transactions, end to end. The ability to plug systems together has become a major factor in entering into business relationships [2] , some times the overriding one [26] . The pluggability of information systems for the purposes of entering into electronic commerce starts with the lookup of industry-wide registries of APIs exported by potential partners. Standards are emerging to represent such APIs in a technology independent way (see e.g. ebXML [26] ), but the issue of conceptual appropriateness remains whole. Notwithstanding things such as ebXML registries or software vendorspecific web sites, it seems that much reuse is taking place in the unstructured world of the world wide web, as opposed to a corporate managed reuse repository with dedicated personnel and strict quality control. This paper explores component classification and retrieval methods with an overriding concern for automation.
The component retrieval problem
A wide range of component categorization and searching methods have been proposed in the literature, from the simple string search (see e.g. Ref. [21] ), to faceted classification and retrieval (e.g. Refs. [27, 28] ) to signature matching (see e.g. Ref. [37] ) to behavioral matching (see e.g. Refs. [10, 17, 38] ). Different methods rely on more or less complex descriptions for both software components and search queries, and strike different trade-offs between performance and cost of implementation [22] ; the cost of implementation involves both initial set-up costs, and the cost associated with formulating, executing and refining queries. In the context of our research, we developed four classes of retrieval algorithms (1) retrieval using full-text search on software documents and program files, (2) multifaceted classification and retrieval of components, (3) navigation through the structure of components, and (4) signature matching. The first two use the documentation or the meta-data that accompanies software components, and thus rely on its existence, its quality, and some preprocessing. The last two focus on the structure of the software components themselves, and thus depend on the availability of that structure in some form-source code, interface-and the availability of (computer) language processors.
An age-old debate, first in the information retrieval literature [4, 31] , and later in the context of reuse repositories [6, 8, 16, 23] , has opposed the free-text classification and retrieval of components to the so-called controlled vocabulary, multi-faceted classification and retrieval of components. The conventional wisdom is that free-text retrieval costs nothing-no manual labour-but produces many false positives (matches words taken out of context) and false negatives (misses out relevant components because of the use of a non-standard terminology). Controlled-vocabulary indexing and retrieval is supposed to solve both problems by providing a common vocabulary for classification and retrieval, and by having actual human beings classify documents/components. However, it involves a major cost in building and maintaining such vocabularies and in classifying/indexing components. Research in the area has traditionally attempted to bridge the gap between the two approaches in terms of cost and performance. From the free-text end, research has aimed at making the matching more intelligent and less dependent on surface-level similarity, but keeping humans out of the loop-e.g. using associations between terms instead of term matching or identity, as in latent semantic analysis methods [6, 11, 16] . From the controlled vocabulary end, research has aimed at automating or assisting the manual steps, but hopefully without losing much in terms of quality of retrieval. Our own work has covered both approaches, and this paper reports on a number of experiments trying out different ideas and comparing approaches.
Our first experiment dealt with the construction of domain vocabularies. Much of the earlier work on automated indexing of textual documents had relied on the statistics of the occurrences (and co-occurrences) of key terms or phrases within document collections to infer content indicators for documents and relations between key terms [15, 30] . Our work furthers these ideas to build concept hierarchies based on statistics of (co)occurrences alone. A technique that worked well in previous experiments was less successful with software documentation. The experiment is described, and the results are analyzed in Section 3. The second experiment dealt with the automatic indexing of software components (their documentation) using a controlled vocabulary: the basic idea is that an index term (say 'Database Management Systems') is assigned to a component if 'most' of its constituent words appear 'close' to each other within the documentation of the component; most and close are both tunable parameters of the method. In principle, the automatic assignment of index terms suffers from the same problems as free text search: matching words out of context (false positives), and missing out on relevant components because of choice of terminology (false negatives). However, we felt that the use of compound terms would reduce the chances of false positives, and the use of inexact matches (most, close) would reduce the chances of false negatives. The results bear this out, and are discussed in Section 4.
Our third experiment consisted of comparing an allmanual controlled vocabulary indexing and retrieval method with an all-automatic free-text indexing and retrieval method, using a variant of the traditional
information retrieval measures, recall and precision. Instead of computing recall and precision based on some abstract measure of 'relevance', as is done in information retrieval and in most reuse library experiments, we adapted the measure to take into account the true utility of the retrieved components to solve the problem at hand. Further, we used a realistic experimental protocol, one that is closer to the way such tools would be used in practice. Here the results were surprising. Full-text retrieval yielded significantly better recall and somewhat better precision-although the difference is statistically insignificant. The experiment is described in Section 5. We analyze the results in light of new evidence about the behavior of users in an information retrieval setting. We conjecture that multi-faceted retrieval requires more information than the user is able to provide in the early stages of problem solving, and fails to capture a faithful expression of users' needs at the later stages. Section 2 provides a brief introduction to our tool set. We conclude in Section 6.
ClassServer: an experimental component repository

Overview
This work is part of ongoing research at the University of Québec at Montréal aiming at developing methods and tools for developing reusable software, and for developing with reusable software. The work described in this paper centers around a tool kit called ClassServer that consists of various tools for classifying, retrieving, navigating, and presenting reusable components (see Fig. 1 ). Reusable components consist essentially of object-oriented source code components, occasionally with the accompanying textual documentation. Raw input source files are put through various tools-called extractors-which extract the relevant pieces of information, and package them into ClassServer's internal representation format for the purposes of supporting the various reuse tasks. So far, we have developed extractors for Smalltalk and Cþþ. The information extracted by these tools consists of built-in language structures, such as classes, variables, functions, and function parameters. To these, we added a representation for object frameworks, which are class-like object aggregates that are used to represent application frameworks and design patterns [24] ; unlike the built-in language structures, which are extracted by parsers, object frameworks need to be manually encoded. Fig. 1 shows a very schematic view of the ClassServer tool set. The tool set may be seen as consisting of three subsystems. The first subsystem, labeled 'Full-text retrieval' supports the required functionalities for full-text retrieval of source code files, namely, the 'Full-text indexer', and the 'Full-text search tool'. Their functionalities are explained in Section 2.3.1.
The component browser and the keyword retrieval subsystems use the structured representation of the components that is extracted by the tool referred to as 'semantic/structural parser' in Fig. 1 . Typically, the parsing produces a trace of the traversal of the abstract syntax tree. The trace consists of a batch of component creation commands (in Smalltalk), which are executed when we 'load' the trace; that is the structured component loader. Each kind of component is defined by a descriptive template that includes: (1) structural information describing the kind of subcomponents a component can or must have (e.g. a class has variables and methods, a framework has participants, message sequences, etc.), (2) code, which is a string containing the definition or declaration of the component in the implementing language, and (3) descriptive attributes, which are used for search purposes; for 
example, a class has an author and an application domain, a method has a purpose, etc. Descriptive attributes, or simply, attributes, represent non-structural, non-intrinsic properties of software components, and are often derived from noncode information such as documentation, or entered explicitly by the person(s) responsible for managing the component library. Attributes will be described in more detail in Section 2.2.
A multi-faceted classification of components
Attributes are used in ClassServer to represent categorization/classification facets, as in Prieto-Diaz's multifaceted categorization of components [28] . Attributes are themselves objects with two properties of their own: (1) text, which is a (natural language) textual description, and (2) values, which is a collection of key words or phrases, taken from a predefined set referred to as the vocabulary of the attribute. The text is used mainly for human consumption and for documentation generation [21] . Filling in the values property is referred to as classification, categorization or indexing. When human experts assign those key words or phrases from a predefined list, we talk about manual controlled-vocabulary indexing [30] . In our case, we used automatic controlled-vocabulary indexing whereby a key word or phrase is assigned to an attribute if it occurs within the text field. More on this in Section 4.
For a given attribute multiple values are considered to be alternative values (ORed), rather than partial values (ANDed). For example, for the attribute 'Purpose' of a component, several values mean that the component has many purposes, and not a single purpose defined by the conjunction of several terms. For a given vocabulary, the terms of the vocabulary (key words and phrases) may be organized along a conceptual hierarchy. Fig. 2 shows excerpts of the conceptual hierarchies of key phrases for the attributes 'Application Domain' (Fig. 2a) and Purpose (Fig. 2b) . Notice that the Application Domain hierarchy of key phrases is inspired from the (ACM) Computing Reviews's classification structure [1] . The hierarchical relationship between key phrases is a loose form of generalization, commonly referred to in information retrieval as 'Broader-Term' [30] . Attribute values (key words and phrases) are used in boolean retrieval whereby component attribute values are matched against required attribute values (queries, see below). The hierarchical relationships within an indexing vocabulary are used to extend the basic retrieval algorithms, as explained in Section 2.3.2.
Software component retrieval in ClassServer
As mentioned earlier, ClassServer provides two methods of classifying (and retrieving) software components, namely, free-text indexing and search of software components (source code and documentation), and multifaceted classification and retrieval of components. We describe them both briefly below.
Free text indexing and search
By free-text indexing, we refer to the class of methods whereby the contents of a document are described by a weighted set of words or lexical units occurring in the document. Different methods use different selection mechanisms to restrict the set of eligible content indicators, and different weighting schemes [30] ; the algorithm we used does not use a weighting scheme. Let us assume for the moment that all the words found in a document are used as potential content indicators. Given a natural language query Q; the free-text retrieval algorithm returns the set of components S computed as follows:
(0) Break the query Q into its component words w 1 ; …; w n ; (1) Sˆset of components whose documentation included w 1 ; (2) For i ¼ 2 To n Do (2.1) S iˆs et of components whose documentation included w i ; (2.2) SˆS > S i Fig. 2 . Hierarchies of key phrases for the attributes Application Domain and Purpose.
When we break a query into its component words, we exclude all the words that are not significant in the application domain. This includes common language words such as 'the', 'an', 'before', and so forth. It also includes domain specific words that are likely to be found in every document-software component documentation in this case. For example, we would expect the word 'computer' to appear everywhere in a computer science collection. These are called stop words. In order to account for lexical variations when matching words of the query to words of the documents, we reduce both to their roots, as in mapping 'Managing' and 'Management' to 'Manag'. Algorithms to perform this mapping are called word stemmers, and we used one published in Ref. [9] . Finally, to speed search, we pre-process the entire document collection by creating an inverted list which is a table whose keys are unique words stems such as Manag, and whose values are lists of the documents in which the word occurred in one lexical form or another (e.g. as Managing or Management). This reduces the step (2.1) above to a simple table look-up.
Multi-faceted controlled-vocabulary retrieval
Our choice for the representation of queries involved a trade-off between flexibility and expressiveness, on the one hand, and allowing users to specify the most common queries most easily and most efficiently, on the other. The simplest form of a query is a list of so called attribute query terms (AQTs), considered to be ANDed. In its simplest form, an AQT consists of an attribute, and a list of key phrases, considered to be ORed. In the actual implementation, each AQT is assigned a weight and cut-off point, used for weighted boolean retrieval and conceptual distance, respectively (see below). Symbolically:
A single AQT retrieves the components whose attribute kAttributel has at least one value in common with kListOfKeyPhrasesl. Viewing attributes as functions, an AQT denoted by the four-tuple kAttribute, Weight, Cut Off, ListOfKeyPhrasesl retrieves the components C such that Attribute(C) > ListOfKeyPhrases -F: The query denoted by the tuple (AQT 1 ,…,AQT k ), returns the intersection of sets of components that would have been returned by the individual AQTs.
With weighted boolean retrieval, components are assigned numerical scores that measure the extent to which they satisfy the query, instead of being either 'in' or 'out'. Let Q be a query with terms (AQT 1 ,…,AQT k ), where
The score of a component C is computed as follows:
ScoreðQ; CÞ ;
where Score(AQT i ,C) equals 1.0 if ListOfKeyPhrases i > Attribute i (C) -F; and 0 otherwise. Another extension meant to handle approximate matches is based on the number of edges separating the key terms of the query from the key terms of the attribute of the component in the conceptual hierarchies that enclose them (as in Fig. 2 ). If, for some i; ListOfKeyPhrases i > Attribute i (C) -F; we look at some aggregate of the path lengths that separate elements of ListOfKeyPhrases i from elements of Attribute i (C) and use that to assign a score between 0 and 1 for the query term; the higher the average distance, the lower the score. The mathematical properties of the resulting similarity metric-called DISTANCE-and its effectiveness at emulating human relevance judgements have been thoroughly documented in Ref. [29] . In ClassServer, the cut-off value puts an upper limit on the path lengths to be considered in the computation; key phrases that are separated by more than 'cut-off' edges are considered totally unrelated. 2 A third extension uses the hierarchical relationships between key terms to 'classify' the query within a virtual classification structure of components that is based on the relationships between their attribute values, returning the most 'specific' components that are more 'general' than the query. The 'specialization' relationship has a formal meaning in this case [17] . Neither of the last two extensions was used in the experiments of Section 5, and will not be discussed further.
The component library
For the purposes of the experiment described in Section 5, we loaded the ClassServer repository with the OSE library [7] which contained some 200 classes and 2000 methods distributed across some 230 *.h files with, typically, one class per file. For the purposes of supporting plain-text indexing and retrieval, the 230 files were put through the plain text indexing tool, which generated an inverted list of unique word stems (see Section 2.3.1). Further, a shell script put the files through a Cþþ preprocessor before they were input into the Cþþ extractor (see Section 2.1). Because of the good quality and format consistency of the in-line documentation (comparable to Javadoc), we were able to automatically assign Cþþ comments as text values for the 'Description' attribute of various components (classes, methods, variables). Overall, we classified components using two attributes ApplicationDomain, and Description. ApplicationDomain was indexed manually, but in a fairly systematic fashion, using the on- 
line documentation of the library. In fact, the section headers of the documentation were themselves used as index terms (see Ref. [20] for a justification). The documentation grouped the various classes by application area. Further, each class was first described by a general statement about what the class does, followed by a more detailed description of its services, which mapped closely to methods. Some utility methods were not documented, and we could not assign those an ApplicationDomain; however, all classes were properly classified. For the Description attribute (telling what a component does and how it does it, rather than 'what it is used for'), we did not have a ready-made indexing vocabulary. We considered using available classification structures that include computer science concepts, including the 1200 þ terms Computing Reviews classification structure [1] . However, the classification terms were too general to be of any use to our library of components. For example, whereas we needed terms that corresponded to the different sorting algorithms ('MergeSort', 'RadixSort'), the term 'Sorting' was a leaf node of the ACM hierarchy. Accordingly, we decided to develop our own vocabulary by analyzing the available software documentation; the process of building the vocabulary is described next. Further, we decided to perform the actual indexing of the attribute (the assignment of key terms to attribute values) automatically. The algorithm and the results are discussed in Section 4.
Constructing domain vocabulary
A hierarchy of the important concepts in a domain has many uses in the context of software component retrieval. In addition to the advantages of having a standard vocabulary, its hierarchical structure helps 'librarians' locate the most appropriate term to describe a component, and 're-users' find the closest term to their need to use in a search query. Those same relations may also be used to extend boolean retrieval methods to account for 'close' matches, as shown in Section 2.3.2 (see also Refs. [11, 27] ). Constructing a hierarchy of the important concepts in a domain (or thesaurus) involves identifying those important concepts and their preferred terminology (Section 3.1), and organizing them into a hierarchy (Section 3.2). We discuss these issues in turn.
Extracting a set of concepts
A good place to look for the important computer science concepts that are germane to a library of reusable components is the documentation of the library itself. By looking only at the documentation, we run the risk of getting a partial and narrow view of the underlying domain, and of depending too much on the terminology used by the documenter. At the same time, we are assured that we will not miss any concepts that are important to the particular library (or libraries) at hand.
The next question is one of identifying the right lexical unit that corresponds to key concepts, and extracting such units from the text. Computer science being a relatively new field, most of the important concepts are described by noun phrases, as in 'Software Engineering' 'Bubble Sort', 'Printing Monitor', and so forth, rather than single words as is the case for more mature fields such as medicine. 3 In order to extract those higher level lexical units, to which we will abusively refer as noun phrases, we used Xerox Part Of Speech Tagger (XPost) [5] . XPost is a program that takes as input a natural language text and produces the syntactic ('part of speech') category or tag for each word or token for the text. For example, it assigns to the phrase 'The common memory pool' the tag sequence 'at jj nn nn', where 'at' stands for article, 'jj' for adjective, and 'nn' for noun. XPost uses two major sources of information to assign tags to words of a sentence: (1) a 'tag table', giving the set of tags that correspond to a given token, and (2) a probabilistic (markovian) model of the allowable sequences of tags. For example, the word 'book' can be a noun ('nn') or a verb ('vb'). If we also know that 'the' is an article and that only nouns can follow articles, we know that 'book' in the phrase 'the book' is a noun. XPost falls within the category of parts of speech taggers that derive the probabilistic model using unsupervised learning [5] .
One of the typical uses of XPost is to extract phrases that follow a given pattern. We used XPost to extract 'noun phrases' that are likely to represent important domain concepts. To this end, we ran XPost on a training sample, we identified the tag sequences for the noun phrases in which we were interested, and then looked for a set of regular expressions that would have extracted those phrases. Those regular expression were then used to filter the output of XPost to extract noun phrases. The first set of regular expressions (a grammar) accepted far too many phrases, and we had to refine the grammar through trial and error, with a bias towards minimizing false positive phrases, at the expense of missing out some valid phrases. Fig. 3 shows the regular expressions in an awk-like format.
In case a sentence matched several expressions, we take the longest running expression. For example, if we analyze the sentence 'Memory management of event based systems', we produce a single noun phrase consisting of the entire sentence, rather than the two phrases 'Memory management' and 'event based systems', both of which matching the pattern BASIC.
We used this approach on the on-line documentation of the library. The documentation consisted of 13 html files, one of which giving an overview of the library, and the remaining 12 describing specific subsets of the library. The 13 files contained a total of 37,777 words (244 Kbytes). The 3 See Ref. [39] for a discussion on the evolution of languages and terminology. 
extraction process identified 2616 unique noun phrases, with overall occurrences ranging from 163 (for the word 'function') to 1, with 1,765 phrases occurring just once, including phrases such as 'command line options' or 'Conversion operator to a standard pointer'. Typically, phrases that occur too often are not good discriminators [30] . Further, phrases that occur rarely may not be important for the domain at hand. We found 8 'phrases' that occurred more than a 100 times, and discarded them: OTC (the name of the library, 267 times), 'Function' (163), 'String' (134), 'Member function' (114), 'Object' (114), 'Class' (113), 'Example' (105), and 'Program' (104). We also discarded the phrases that occurred less than five times. Overall, we used 229 phrases. These include Cþþ identifiers that may have appeared in the code examples, and possibly referred to thereafter in the running text. We could have removed them from the vocabulary that was fed into the hierarchy builder, but we chose to exclude any manual processing or decisions that cannot be systematized or automated.
Constructing a hierarchy of important domain concepts
Having identified a set of the important concepts in a domain, we need to organize those concepts in a conceptual hierarchy. We present a simple algorithm that does just that based on statistics of occurrences of these concepts in documents. Next, we describe an earlier experiment with the algorithm that provided encouraging results. We conclude with the results of the algorithm on the set of concepts extracted with the method described in Section 3.1.
Principles
Given a set of terms T ¼ {t 1 ; …; t m }; a set of documents D ¼ {d 1 ; …; d m } with manually assigned indices Idxðd i Þ ¼ {t i 1 ; t i 2 ; …}; we argued that [18] :
Terms that co-occurred often in document indices were related in a way that is important to the domain of discourse, H 2 The more frequently occurring a term, the more general its conceptual scope, and H 3 If two terms co-occur often in document indices (and thus are related, according to H 1 ), and if one has a more general scope than the other, than there is a good chance that the relationship between them is a generalization/specialization-like relationship.
The H 1 hypothesis is based on fact that documents tend to exhibit conceptual cohesion and logic, and because index terms reflect the important concepts within a document, they tend to be related. The second hypothesis is based on observations made about both terms occurring in freeformat natural language [14] as well as index terms [34] .
We developed an algorithm that generates an acyclic graph with a single node with in-degree 0 (root) based on the above hypotheses [18] . Given m index terms t 1 ; …; t m ; the algorithm operates as follows:
(1) Rank the index terms by decreasing order of frequency, (2) Build a matrix of co-occurrences (call it M) where the ith row (column) corresponds to the ith most frequent term, (3) Normalize the elements of the matrix M by dividing Mði; jÞ by the square root of Mði; iÞ £ Mðj; jÞ; note that after this normalization, Mði; jÞ # 1; (4) Choose terms to include in the first level of the hierarchy; assume that the terms t 1 through t 1 i were chosen to be included in the first level, (5) For i ¼ l 1 þ 1 through m 5.1 Find the maximum of the elements Mði; 1Þ through Mði; i 2 1Þ: Note that because of the ordering of rows and columns (step 2), these are the frequencies of cooccurrences of t i with the terms whose occurrences are higher than that of t i ; 5.2 Create a link between the term t i and all the terms t j such that j , i and Mði; jÞ ¼ maximum found in 5.1.
The choice of the first level nodes is quite arbitrary although, ultimately, it has a very little impact on the overall hierarchy.
A case-study: the Genbank experiment
In one experiment, we used the GenBank genetic sequences database (databank). The GenBank Genetic Sequence DataBank serves as a repository for genetic sequences [3] . The entry for each sequence includes, among 
other things, the article that reported the discovery of the sequence, and a set of keywords that describe the sequence, including names of components or processes that are involved either in the composition and transformation of the sequence, or it is discovery. For our purposes, each entry corresponded to a document. We ran the experiment on 5700 such 'documents'. The co-occurrences matrix was limited to those keywords that occurred more than 10 times, and there were 274 of those. The resulting hierarchy was evaluated both qualitatively and quantitatively. The qualitative evaluation had to do with whether the parent-child links that were created were meaningful in general (hypothesis H 2 ), and whether they were generalization/ specialization-like in particular (hypothesis H 3 ). Experts found that 50% of the links were indeed 'generalization/ specialization' (G/S), as in the link between 'Heavy Chain Immunoglobulins' and 'Immunoglobulins'. Another 15% of the links were deemed meaningful as when the two terms represent a chemical component, and the process that creates it. The remaining 35% could not be characterized. Clearly, the resulting hierarchy was by far not as 'coherent' or 'enlightening' as manually built hierarchies such as the Computing Reviews Classification Structure, for example. The quantitative evaluation had to do with the extent to which the resulting hierarchy supported extended boolean retrieval (DISTANCE-based, see Section 2.3.2) of documents any better or worse than a manually built hierarchy 4 that contained the same terms. For a given hierarchy H, the evaluation consists of: (1) using DISTANCE on H to rank a set of documents by order of relevance with respect to a set of queries, (2) asking human subjects to do the same, and (3) computing the correlation between the two rankings; the higher the correlation, the more faithful is distance to human evaluation, and the more useful is the hierarchy. Our experiments showed that the automatically constructed hierarchy performed as well, if not better than the manually built one [18] .
Overall, the experiments showed that while the hierarchy may not be 'user-friendly' or make as much sense as a manually built one, it can perform useful retrieval tasks equally well. We had observed that the keywords did not belong to a single conceptual domain, and that acrossdomain relationships could dominate within-domain ones. An algorithm that focuses on the strongest relationships would miss potential generalization relationships. For example, we had chemicals as well as chemical processes, and we had hypothesized (but not tested) that, had we separated them and applied the algorithm to the separate sets, we might have gotten more consistent hierarchies [18] . In other words, we felt that there was room for improvement.
Constructing the graph based on OSEs on-line documentation
The construction of the hierarchy requires co-occurrence data between phrases within relatively coherent text units. We can break the documentation different ways, where a 'document' may be either, an entire file, a major section within a file, a subsection within a file, or even a paragraph. Whatever the document, we have to make sure that: (1) the phrases are good content indicators for that document, and (2) the co-occurrence of two phrases within the same document is not fortuitous and does reflect a significant relationship. The first constraint may suggest that we use documents that are big enough that phrase occurrence statistics become significant. The second constraint suggests that we use documents that are small enough that phrase cooccurrence be confined to a coherent textual unit. We decided to use subsections in files (an average of 10 subsections per file) as documents. Further, for each document, if a phrase P 1 occurred m times and a phrase P 2 occurred n; we consider that the phrases co-occurred minimumðm; nÞ times.
The first run of the algorithm generated a hierarchy with 291 relations between 291 phrases, including the dummy root node. Because we had no other hierarchy to which to compare it on a specific task, as was the case for the experiment described in Section 4.1, we could only evaluate the hierarchy qualitatively. To this end, we presented six subjects with the hierarchy and asked them to mark, for each node, whether the node represented a valid concept from the domain of discourse, and in case it did, to label the node's relationship to its parent as one of (a) has broader-term [33] , which is a loose form of generalization, (b) related, to indicate any relationship other than has broader term, and (c) unrelated. Unrelated was used when there was no apparent relationship between a node and its parent. We show below excerpts from the hierarchy to illustrate the three kinds of relations. The relationship between LENGTH OF THE STRING and LENGTH is has-broader-term. That between RANGE and LENGTH is related. We note the 'term' B, which is a Cþþ identifier that was tagged by XPost as a noun, because it is not a known verb or noun, and because it occurred in the text where a subject/object was expected. B occurred enough times to
make it into the vocabulary. As mentioned earlier, we decided to leave such terms in to get an idea about what the hierarchy would look like without any manual filtering. In this case, not only B should not have been there, but all of the relationships between B and its children (CONVER-SION) are non-significant. Such relationships are labeled as unrelated. The relationship between CONVERSION and SOBJECT is an interesting one. SOBJECT is the name of the class representing strings. This class supports several conversion operations, and hence the association. Somebody thinking of CONVERSION in general, would not think of strings. However, in the context of this library, the association is important and useful. This is similar to the kind of indirect associations between keywords exploited by the CODEFINDER system [11] , which reflect the structure of the library as much as it reflects the structure of the semantic domain. The evaluation of the six subjects are summarized in Table 1 . The second line shows the results obtained by rederiving the hierarchy after we have removed the invalid terms (26 of them). Notice that because not all 26 terms were leaf nodes, by removing them we needed to reassign parents to 18 valid terms.
These results are disappointing compared to those obtained in the GenBank experiment [18] , even after we remove manually the invalid terms from the input. The reasons are easy to identify. In the GenBank experiment the terms of the hierarchy did indeed describe important concepts in the domain, as opposed to the indiscriminate noun phrases extracted from our software documentation. We attempted a number of refinements using statistical measures to eliminate 'spurious' terms. Our first attempt was to eliminate the terms with the lowest frequency (5). This reduced the number of terms from 291 to 194, but ironically, only one non-applicable term was eliminated, and the distribution of the remaining relationships (hasbroader-term, related, and unrelated) remained about the same. We used another measure of the information value carried by a given term, i.e. the extent to which it differentiates a specific and relatively small subgroup of the document set. Let T be a term, and d a document, we define FREQðT; dÞ as the number of occurrences of T in d; and FREQðTÞ as the total number of occurrences of T: The entropy of a term T is defined as follows:
FREQðT; dÞ FREQðTÞ £ log FREQðTÞ FREQðT; dÞ For a given number of occurrences FREQðTÞ ¼ N; the entropy is maximal if N are evenly spread across the document collection. If there are N documents, that entropy is logðNÞ; and it correspond to T occurring exactly once in each of N documents. Let MAXENTROPYðTÞ be that maximum. Generally speaking, good terms are the ones with the smallest spread possible, i.e. whose entropy is closest to zero. Accordingly, we filtered the terms based on the ratio ENTROPYðTÞ=MAXENTROPYðTÞ : among the terms that occurred more than a threshold frequency 5 F 0 ; we rejected the ones for which the above ratio is above a certain threshold r: We tried several values of F 0 ; and several values of r: For F 0 ¼ 20; and r ¼ 0:75; 0.666, and 0.5, we eliminated 14, 22, and 37 terms, respectively, from the initial set of 194 terms. Table 2 shows an evaluation of the relationships within the generated hierarchy when F 0 ¼ 20; and r ¼ 0:5:
By looking at the remaining list of terms, a considerable number remain that should not be there. Hence, this test is not very effective at filtering invalid terms.
The second explanation for these results is related to the size of the document set. The GenBank experiment used 5700 documents, while this one used 120 documents. This makes statistical inferences unreliable. Finally, because we are dealing with software documentation, the terms tend to be rather specific, and their common ancestors are less likely to appear within the document set. We hypothesized that the higher level relationships cut across branches of a 'virtual hierarchy'. This is consistent with the earlier observation that, from a conceptual scope point of view, the concepts we need to describe software components tend to be at the lowest levels of the ACM classification structure, or even lower. This means that, potentially, most of the second level relationships are invalid since the software documentation is not likely to contain general computer science terms, or if it does, those will appear infrequently. Table 3 shows a level by level breakdown of relationships. The overall degra- 5 If a term occurred only a handful of times, its ENTROPY will be close to the maximum even in those cases where it identifies a narrow subset of documents.F o is the overall frequency over which we start 'demanding' focussed occurrences. We used thresholds that were close to 1/5th the size of the document set, which here means around 24.
dation of the quality of the links within the hierarchy as we go down is consistent with the unreliability of the results for the less frequent terms; we cannot make much of the fact that the level links are of a lesser quality than the level 3 terms, but the above hypothesis is worth exploring. We considered merging the resulting hierarchy with the ACM hierarchy (see e.g. Ref. [19] ) whereby, if a term T appears in both ACM and the automatically generated hierarchy, we carry over the subtree from the automatically generated tree to the ACM subtree. We found only eight such common terms between the ACM tree (1200 þ nodes) and the automatically generated hierarchy (190 þ nodes).
We made several other refinements that improved the quality of the hierarchy only marginally, if at all. Ways to improve the results include using larger data sets in general, but also using a document collection that covers a broad spectrum of conceptual depth and precision. For the purposes of the retrieval experiment, the automatically generated hierarchy was used as a flat set of terms, since we could not rely on the quality of relationships.
Automatic indexing from controlled vocabulary
The algorithm
Traditionally, controlled-vocabulary indexing is done manually, which is a labor-intensive task. We attempted to automate it, at the cost of losing some, but hopefully not all of the advantages of controlled vocabulary indexing. Simply put, our approach works as follows: a document D is assigned a term T ¼ w 1 w 2 · · ·; w n if it contains (most of) its component words, consecutively ('…w 1 w 2 · · ·w n …'), or in close proximity ('…w 1 n 1 n 2 w 2 w 3 · · ·w n …'). In our implementation, we reduced the words of both the terms of the vocabulary and the documents to their word stem by removing suffixes and word endings. Also, we used two tunable parameters for indexing, (1) proximity, and (2) threshold for the fraction of the number of words found in a document, to the total number of words of a term; a term was assigned if that fraction is above the threshold. Assume that the vocabulary contains the term (key phrase) Database Management Systems. A threshold of 2/3 would assign the term to any document that contained two or more words out of three. The proximity parameter indicates how many words apart should words appear to be considered part of the same noun phrase (term). Maarek et al. had found that five worked well for two-word phrases in English [16] . It has been our experience that indexing works best when both parameters depend on the size of the term. A threshold that is an increasing function of the number of words in a term seems to yield a balanced mix of short and long terms, with reasonably few false-positive assignments. Similarly, what seems to work best for proximity is to use an m-word distance between any two neighboring words, but a smaller overall spread than n £ m; where n is the number of words in the term.
At first glance, this approach seems to suffer from similar problems to automatic plain-text indexing because of its potential for false positives-still matching words regardless of semantic context-and false negatives-still relying on the terminology used by technical writers or developers. We felt, however, that because we are dealing mostly with compound terms, the proximity and threshold parameters provide both some context for the matching, thereby reducing the chances of false positives, and some flexibility in matching, thereby reducing the chances of false negatives. Further, notwithstanding the quality of indexing, the fact that searchers are constrained to use the same vocabulary that was used for indexing can eliminate a good many sources of retrieval errors.
Results
The indexing algorithm was used to index the Description attribute of the library components. In particular, we used a threshold of 2/3 and a proximity of 5, meaning that we assign a term when at least two thirds of the words of the term occurred in the textual part of the attribute, with no two words more than five words apart. The results of the indexing were somewhat difficult to analyze directly because the quality of indexing is related as much to the quality of the vocabulary as it is to the indexing algorithm. For example, we know that names of classes, methods, or variables should not have been included in the indexing vocabulary in the first place-about 26 terms. Another factor came into play: terms that make sense in the context of other terms, make little sense when taken alone. For example, the hierarchy contained the path 'Size' ! ' Allocation' ! 'Block of Memory', and one intuitively reads Size as Size of Block of Memory or Size of Allocation of Block of Memory. Suppose, however, that the term Size alone were assigned to the description of a component; it means very little in this context. This problem is not unique to the automatically generated hierarchy: the ACM Computing Reviews classification structure has several 
instances of nodes which should be 'read' in conjunction with their ancestors to be meaningful. 6 In order to separate the issue of vocabulary control from the performance of automatic indexing per se, we indexed the in-line textual documentation of classes with the ApplicationDomain vocabulary. While we did not expect to find the same term assignment as the manual indexing, we wanted to get an idea about 'how often' terminology issues miss some important term assignments, and about the appropriateness of the indexing parameters (threshold and maximum word distance). The extraneous terms are terms that should not have been assigned (false-positive). Examples include the indexer mistaking the verb [this method] 'sets' for the word 'Sets' (as in collections). Some of these cases can be resolved if we combine word matching with part-of-speech tag matching so that names match names, and verbs match verbs. Other examples of extraneous terms include a case where the indexer assigned the term 'Copying Strings' to the sentence 'This class does not make copies of the character strings it is given…'.
The missing terms are terms that a human indexer would have assigned if they had the same text, and fall into two categories, (a) a synonym for the actual word(s) was used instead of the actual words, or (b) the concept does not appear 'verbally' altogether, but is implicit. An example of (a) is the use of the word 'Array' in the text, and the word 'Vector' in the on-line documentation. 7 Examples of (b)
include the sentence 'matches upper case character' missing the term 'Pattern Matching' or 'String comparison'. It also includes a number of cases where a term is a conjunction as in 'Strings and Symbols', and only one of the two words appearing in the text, coming short of the 2/3 threshold. This happened quite a few times, and can be easily resolved by tagging conjunctive terms to tell the indexer to assign the whole term if it matches one or the other. This may involve, among other things, rewriting terms such as 'Information Storage and Retrieval' as '(Information Storage) and (Information Retrieval)'. In summary, only 6% of the assigned terms were wrong, which should only minimally affect retrieval precision. However, the indexer seems to have missed a significant number of terms (44%), although that number can be reduced using minor refinements. We cannot estimate what the effect of these 'false-negative' term assignments will be on retrieval recall. For instance, on any given document or component, the effect of removing an index term on the retrievability of the document or component will depend on the other terms already assigned (are there any, are they related to the removed term), and on the retrieval algorithm used (does it use exact retrieval, does it measure 'conceptual distance' between related terms, etc).
Retrieval experiments
Experimental design
We were as concerned with establishing the usefulness of the library tool in a production setting as we were with performing comparisons between the various retrieval methods. It is our belief that such comparisons do not mean much if a developer will not use ANY of the methods in a real production setting. The decision for a developer to use or not use a tool has to do with, (1) his/her estimate of the effort it takes to build the components from scratch [35] , (2) the cost of using the library tool, including formulating the queries and looking at the results, and (3) the perceived track record of the tool and the library in terms of either finding the right components, or quickly 'convincing' the developer that none could be found that satisfy the query. By contrast, comparative studies between the retrieval methods focus on the retrieval performance, regardless of the cost factors. Further, to obtain a fair and finely detailed comparison, the format of the queries is often restricted in those experiments to reduce the number of variables, to the point that they no longer reflect normal usage of the library.
With these considerations in mind, we made the following choices:
(1) We only controlled the search method that the users could use to answer each of the queries, without giving a time limit on each query, or a limit on
the number of trials made for each query; we assumed that users will stop when they are convinced that they have found all that is relevant, (2) We logged the actions of the subjects with the tool. This provided us with finer experimental data without interfering with the subjects' workflow.
By giving users this much freedom, we run the risk that user bias will skew the data in one direction, preventing us from performing reliable analyses. For example, with boolean retrieval, subjects could search on two search attributes, separately or in combination. Recall that one attribute, Application Domain, was indexed manually with a manually built vocabulary, while the other, Description, was indexed automatically with the automatically generated hierarchy (see Section 4). We did not ask the subjects to use one or the other, or both in combination. When we studied the traces, it turned out that the Description attribute was used only twice out of a possible 43 keyword queries, and neither query returned a relevant document, which makes any formal comparison of the two attributes impossible. However the fact that the Description attribute was used only twice tells us that subjects did not feel it provided useful information, and that, in and of itself, is a valuable data.
The experimental data set consisted of about 200 classes and 2000 methods from the OSE library. We used 11 queries, whose format is discussed Section 5.2. Seven subjects participated in the experiment, although only the data from 5 subjects was usable. All subjects were experienced Cþ þ programmers. They included two professors, three graduate students, and two professional developers working for the industrial partners of the project. The subjects were given a questionnaire which included the statements of the queries, and blank spaces to enter the answer as a list of component names. For each of the initial 77 (subject,query) pairs, we randomly assigned a search method (keyword-based versus plain text). For each (subject,query,search method) triplet, the subject could issue as many search statements as s/he wishes using the designated search, with no limitation on the time or on the number of search statements. The experiment started with a general presentation of the functionality of the tool set (about 45 mn), followed by a hands-on tutorial with the tool set (about 1 h), providing the subjects with an understanding of the theoretical underpinnings of the functionalities, as well as some practical know-how. Before leaving, the subjects were asked to fill out a questionnaire to collect their qualitative appreciation of the tool set.
In order to analyze the results, we used the query questionnaires to compare the subjects' answers to ours, which were based on a thorough study of the library's user manual and some code inspection, where warranted. The log traces provided more detailed information and were used to support finer analyses.
Queries
Information retrieval systems suffer from the difficulty users have in translating their needs into searchable queries. The issue is one of translating the description of a problem (their needs) into a description of the solution (relevant documents). With document retrieval systems, problems may be stated as 'I need to know more about kXl', and solutions as 'A document that talks about kYl'. For a given problem, the challenge is one of making sure that kXl and kYl are the same, and in systems that use controlled vocabulary indexing, trained librarians interact with naive users to help them use the proper search terms.
With software component retrieval, the gap between problem statement (a requirement) and solution description (a specification) is not only terminological, but also conceptual. In an effort to minimize the effect of the expertise of subjects in an application, and their familiarity with a given library, controlled experiments in component retrieval usually use queries that correspond closely to component specifications. This does not reflect normal usage for a reusable components library tool. For instance, users typically do not know how the solution to their problem is structured, and for the case of a Cþ þ component library, e.g. the answer could be a class, a method, a function, or any combination thereof. It has generally been observed that developers need to know the underlying structure or architecture of a library to search for components effectively [22] . Accordingly, in an effort to get a realistic experiment, we formulated our queries as problems to be solved. Each query was preceded by a problem description setting up the context, followed by a statement 'Find a way of kperforming a given taskl'. The problem description is also used to familiarize the subjects with the terminology of the application domain using textbook-like language.
Component relevance: a performance-based evaluation
The difference between traditional bibliographic document retrieval and reusable component retrieval manifests itself in the retrieval evaluation process as well. The concept of relevance, which serves as the basis for recall and precision measures, is notoriously difficult to define. With bibliographic document retrieval, a search query for a concept X is understood as meaning 'I want documents that talk about X', and hence, a document is relevant if it 'talks about' X. This definition is different from pertinence which reflects a document's usefulness to the user [30] . The usefulness of a document to the user depends, among other things, on the user's prior knowledge, or on the pertinence of the other documents shown to them. Recall, which measures the number of relevant documents returned by a query to the total number of relevant documents in the document set, implicitly assumes that all the relevant documents are equally pertinent and irreplaceable: the user needs all of
them. In other words, with traditional document retrieval, assuming that a query Q has N relevant documents, and retrieved a set of documents S ¼ {D 1 ; …; D m }; we can define pertinence, and recall as follows:
and PERTðSÞ
PERTðD j Þ With software component retrieval, the notions of pertinence (usefulness) and substitutability are much easier to define as both relate to a developer's ability to solve a problem with the components at hand. Symbolically, we view query as a requirement Q; which may be satisfied by several, possibly overlapping, sets of components S 1 ; …; S k ; where
As a first approximation, we define as follows: This illustrates the fact that when several partial solutions are returned by the system, we take into account the one that is most complete, and the value of individual components is relative to that solution. Symbolically, given the solution sets S i ; …; S k ; a query that returns a set of components S has the pertinence: ; then we discard the weaker component. This is similar to viewing solutions sets as role fillers and, for each role, take the component that most closely matches the role. Within the context of reusable OO components, roles may be seen as class interfaces, and role fillers as class implementations.
For our experiments, some of the 11 queries were straightforward in the sense that there was a single component (a method or a class) that answered the query, and both component relevance and recall were straightforward to compute. Queries whose answers involved several classes collaborating together (e.g. an object framework) were more complex to evaluate and involved all of the refinements discussed above.
For the case of precision, we used the traditional measure, i.e. the ratio of the retrieved components that were relevant (i.e. had a non-zero PERT(·)) to the total number of retrieved components. We can also imagine refining the definition of precision to take into account the effective usefulness of the individual components, and factor that in with the cost of retrieving and examining a useless component. The cost of examining a useless component is a function of its complexity, and size could be used as a very first approximation of that complexity. Table 4 shows recall and precision for the 11 queries. For each query, we randomly selected three subjects out of the initial seven to perform the query using full-text retrieval, and the remaining four subjects to perform keyword retrieval, or vice versa, while making sure that 
Performance results
each subject had a balanced load of full-text and keyword queries (6 and 5, respectively, or vice-versa). Because the results of two subjects could not be used, we ended up with some queries answered by four subjects using full-text retrieval, say, and only once using keyword retrieval (see e.g. query 2). The 11th query was rejected because the three keyword-based answers were all rejected for one reason or another. Hence, comparisons between the two methods for the individual queries are not reliable. At first glance, it appears that plain-text retrieval yielded significantly better recall and somewhat better precision. It also appears that it has done consistently so for the 10 queries, with a couple of exception. In order to validate these two results statistically, we have to ascertain that none of this happened by chance. We performed a number of ANOVA tests, to check whether recall and precision were random variables of the pair (query, search method), and both tests were rejected. Next, we isolated the effect of the search type to see if the difference in recall and precision performance is significant. The results are shown in Table 5 .
The 'Pr . F' shows the probability that such a difference in performance could have been obtained by chance. It is generally accepted that a threshold of 5 percent is required to affirm that the differences are significant. Thus, we conclude that: † Full-text retrieval yields provably/significantly better recall than controlled vocabulary-based retrieval † Full-text retrieval yields comparable precision performance to that of controlled vocabulary-based retrieval.
Our results seem to run counter to the available experimental evidence. Document retrieval experiments have consistently shown that controlled vocabulary-based indexing and retrieval yielded better recall and precision than plain-text search [4, 30, 31] , although the difference was judged by many as being too small to justify the extra costs involved in controlled vocabulary-based indexing and retrieval [31] . Similarly, a comparative retrieval experiment for reusable components conducted by Frakes and Pole 8 at the SPC showed that recall values were comparable, and a superior precision for controlled vocabulary-based retrieval [8] . Most surprising in our results is the significant difference is recall performance. We analyze these results in more detail below.
To explain these results, we formulated and tested a number of hypotheses. We first note that out of the 11 queries, some were supposed to retrieve single components (often methods), as in Query 7, formulated as 'getting the length of a string', and the others were supposed to retrieve a collection of components with complex interactions, often a mix of classes and methods. With full-text search, queries retrieve indiscriminately methods and classes. With controlled-vocabulary search, users have to instantiate different query templates, depending on the kind of components they are seeking (a class or a method). We hypothesize that this makes the search more tedious and users may give up search easily, yielding lower recall. For this hypothesis to hold, there has to be a marked difference between the performance for the single-component queries (queries 1, 7, 8, 9) and the queries whose answers consisted of collections of components (queries 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 10). Table 6 compares the two kinds of queries.
Our hypothesis that plain-text retrieval favors component collection queries is not validated. Along the same lines, we hypothesized that plain-text retrieval favored queries whose answers involved a mix of methods and classes, or just classes, since the same query would retrieve both kinds of components. Table 7 shows recall and precision values for the two retrieval methods, separated into the two kinds of queries.
This hypothesis is not validated: in both cases, plain-text retrieval is markedly superior to controlled-vocabulary retrieval with regard to recall-and somewhat with regard to precision for the case of queries whose answers included both classes and methods. Note, however, that there is a marked difference in performance between the two groups of queries.
Could the quality of indexing be to blame for the lower performance of controlled-vocabulary based retrieval? Recall that we indexed two attributes, Application Domain and Description. The Application Domain attribute was indexed manually and fairly systematically, thanks to the quality of on-line documentation. There are two potential weakness of this indexing, but none can account for the observed difference in performance 8 Frakes and Pole compared four methods, and their test of statistical significance was based on variance analysis of the precision averages for the four methods, which was inconclusive [8] . However, we are quasicertain that by performing pairwise comparison between plain-text search (50%) and controlled vocabulary search (what appears to be 100% on the plot [8] ), they would have established, statistically, the superiority of controlled-vocabulary retrieval. 
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between the two retrieval methods. First, some methods were left unindexed because the on-line documentation said nothing about these methods-such as constructors.
The results of Table 7 bear this out: keyword retrieval performed better on queries whose answers involved only classes than on queries whose answers involved a combination of classes of methods. However, this does not explain the fact that free-text retrieval performed better than keyword retrieval for both types of queries.
The second potential weakness of the indexing of the ApplicationDomain is the fact that index terms are sometimes perceived as too general. Indexing that is too general results in poor precision, but is known to produce better recall, which is not what we observed. The attribute Description was indexed automatically (see Section 4) with the vocabulary that was generated automatically (see Section 3) . Notwithstanding the quality of indexing of this attribute, the experiment logs showed that this attribute was actually used only three times, and in all three cases, it was used in conjunction with ApplicationDomain, but failed to match any component. Accordingly, even in those cases where it was used, it did not affect the ranking of components returned by weighted boolean retrieval (see Section 2.3.2). The fact that the attribute Description was not used as often as ApplicationDomain could be explained by the nature of queries: the queries were presented as programming problems or tasks to solve, rather than a look-up for components given a set of specifications. Because ApplicationDomain talks about problems that components help solve whereas Description talks about how these components are implemented, it makes sense that the former be used more often than the latter in the queries.
We continue to analyze the results of this experiment, as the logs provide us with a wealth of information and hypotheses that we could validate. We do not expect this experiment to reverse the long-held consensus that controlled vocabulary performs better than free-text retrieval; more experiments that target narrower retrieval tasks, and that involve fewer operational parameters would be needed for that. We can view it in light of another emerging consensus according to which, whichever performance benefits controlled vocabulary indexing and retrieval might have-in our case none, quite the contrary-they hardly justify the added cost. Perhaps more importantly, four subjects out of five preferred plain-text search.
More importantly, we believe that this experiment contributes to a needed rethinking of reusable component retrieval paradigms and tools. Such implications are discussed next.
Conclusion and directions
We set out to develop, evaluate, and compare two classes of component retrieval methods which, supposedly, strike different balances along the costs/benefits spectrum, namely, the (quasi-) zero-investment free text classification and retrieval versus the 'up-front investment-laden' but presumably superior controlled vocabulary faceted indexing and retrieval. Recent experiments with software component repositories have put into question the cost-effectiveness of the controlled vocabulary approach, but not its superior or at least equally good retrieval performance [8] . We attempted to bring the two kinds of methods to a levelplaying field by: (1) addressing the costs issue by automating as much as possible of the pre-processing involved in controlled vocabulary-based methods, and (2) using a realistic experimental setting and realistic evaluation measures. Our experiments showed that: (1) those aspects of the pre-processing involved in controlled vocabulary methods that we automated were of poor enough quality that they were not used (the Description attribute), and (2) the fully automatic free text search performed better than the fully manual controlled-vocabulary based indexing and retrieval of components.
Because these results are somewhat counter-intuitive, we continue to analyze them, along with the log data, and to design new experiments that are better targeted towards validating the various hypotheses discussed in Section 5.4. However, they give legitimacy and some urgency to some of the questions we and others have raised about the retrieval of reusable software components [22, 23, 36] .
From an organizational issues point of view, there was wide recognition in the late eighties that reuse will not happen at a large scale within organizations without the proper structuring and management. It was possible, in that context, to conceive of centralized reuse repositories with well-defined roles and quality control criteria and mechanisms [25] . Nowadays, a lot more reuse happens in the unstructured and decentralized world of the Internet and open source software, and any 'virtual reuse repository' can only rely on automated indexing and retrieval methods, regardless of differences in performance.
Reuse repositories are also facing a number of paradigmatic issues. First, there exist qualitative differences between bibliographic document retrieval and software component retrieval [22] , which make some of the document retrieval analogies inappropriate. Document library users who do not find the documents they are looking for will look even harder because they cannot perform the tasks for which they needed the information A software developer will more easily give up and get on with developing the software component from scratch. As reuse repository designers, we need to account for the fact that software developers are not our captive users, which puts more pressure on us to provide more useful and less intrusive tools. It is important that the use of the repository integrates well into the workflow of developers; this has led some people to suggest that reuse repositories should be active in the sense of presenting potentially relevant information to users before they ask for it [36] . It also means that issues of usability are paramount; if developers prefer a particular search method, then that is the one we should focus on. Our tool set does not address this issue specifically, but we take seriously the fact that four out of five users preferred free text search, which confirms earlier studies. In our case, it even performed better. Surely, our experiments suggest that there is ample room for improvement in several areas (see Sections 3.2.3, 4.2, and 5.4). However, we believe that there is something more fundamental at play. We believe that multi-faceted classification and retrieval of reusable components to be at the wrong level of formality for the typical workflow of developers using a library of reusable components. We identify two very distinct search stages. The first stage coincides with analysis, and is fairly exploratory, as developers do not yet know which form (specification?) the solution to their problem will take. During this stage, a free-format search technique such as plain-text search is appropriate, as multi-faceted search may be too rigid and constraining. After contemplating several designs, a developer may then start searching for components that would play a given role within a design, and multi-faceted classification may be too poor for this stage. The format of our queries (problems to be solved), and the fact that experimental subjects used mostly the ApplicationDomain attribute, setting aside the more implementation-oriented Description attribute seem to point in this direction. A combination of free-text search and active reuse repositories [36] may be worth exploring.
